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Campus to become smoke free
bv Krvs1a Worthen
Staff Writer

Courtesy of smcgaels.com

The men's basketball team falls 72-69 to the Purdue Boilermakers in
the second round of the NCAA Tournament. See Sports, page 8.

Back in November, the Health
and Wellness Center distributed a survey to the student
body regarding smoking and
tobacco policies on campus.
The plan was for the campus to
go through a transition period,
gradually reducing the places
people could smoke on campus
until it was completely eliminated.
The survey was distributed to
gain student insight on the matter. It was reported that 12 percent of the student population
are smokers. The results of the
survey show that 81 percent of
students supported or strongly
supported some form of a tobacco policy, with 70 percent
of those students in favor of a
completely smoke free campus,
and 82 percent in favor of designated smoking areas.
There were 702 respondents
to the survey, meaning approximately 568 students were
in favor of creating some kind
of policy about tobacco ..use .on
campus. Of these 702 respondents, 503 students are bothered
to some degree by secondhand
smoke.
The survey respondents adequately represented the ratio
of male to female students
see SURVEY, p2

Why caring for feral cats matters right meow Staff Spotlight: Renee Egan
Jan Term class develops way to protect and document campus cats
bV Anthony Goni
Chief Copy Editor

The feral cats of Saint Mary's
have become a fixture
o n campus. These cats
roam the walkways and
haunt the gutters as they
scurry out of sight. The
feral felines are looked
after by a small group of
caretakers. Students may
have noticed empty plastic bowls between Dante
and Garaventa Hall, as
the evidence that these
cats are regularly taken
care of.
For those who are
interested in the campus cats, 'the website
smcferals.org contains
tons of information on
the feral cat situation on
campus. The website has
pictures, videos and even
a sort of "treasure map"
indicating where specific

cats - along.with their ~ames - can
be found. The feral cat website
was designed by Professor Alexis
Doval, a tutor in the Integral Program who has helped take care of

the campus c~ts for a few years
now. Other Saint Mary's staff and ·
faculty also help care for the.cats.
This group of cat fanciers aims
see CA TS, p3
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Egan gives glimpse into other cultures
bV Monica Mendenhall
Staff Climate €ommittee Member

The Staff Climate Committee randomly selects a member from Saint
Mary's staff community each month
to acknowledge their hardwork and
dedication.The March 2012 "Spotlight on Staff" shines ever so brightly
upon Renee Egan.
Perpetually positive, and with
a self-proclaimed "what you see
is what you get" openness, Egan's
genuine good-nature and genuine
concerns for others enables her to
excel in her dual-role in the School
of Liberal Arts department. Half of
her time is spent as the enthusiastic
Assistant to the Modern Languages
Department, and the other half is
used as the Assistant to the Associate Dean of Liberal Arts, Shawny
Anderson.
Egan explains that she cherishes
working with the Modern Languag~
faculty because their backgrounds are
so varied. Since they were all born in
fascinating places-all over the world,
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she is provided with a unique and
enriching glimpse into other cultures
that she wouldn't otherwise have
access to.
When asked what her favorite
aspect of this position is, Egan says
she loves being involved with campus
events such as the lively "Night in
the Piazza." Another opportunity
her position as an event organizer
provides her with is a chance to spend
time hosting guest speakers. Mother
Antonia stands out as her favorite
visitor because Egan felt as if she
"was as close to being in the presence of Mother Theresa as possible."
Egan describes how after spending
the day with her, Mother Antonia's "profound sense of goodness,
genuine compassion for others, and
willingness to give up everything to
help someone" had a profound lifechanging affect on her, where she
"lived off that experience for years."
When asked what is the most
rewarding aspect of her work supsee STAFF, p2
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on campus, and 23 percent of
the respondents were smokers,
which is a higher ratio than the
actual percentage of smokers
on campus. As such, the results
were weighted to avoid overrep·
resenting smokers.
Due to the response, the Class
of 2013 Senate has created
an initiative for a transitional
tobacco policy that will begin
with designated smoking areas.
Signs will be placed to inform
students, faculty, and staff of
the new policy.
Through this transitional
policy, a smoke free campus is

ers, but as a nonsmoking campus, Saint Mary 's hopes to have
healthier students and staff.
The plan is to roll out this
new policy in the 2012-2013
academic year, the College's
sesquicentennial year. However,
as this would be a school-wide
policy affecting faculty and staff
as well as students, the next steps
are to get the support of those
two bodies of the Saint Mary's
community. The hope is that the
College as a whole will agree
tipon this change in policy.
If the smoke free policy is
implemented next year, Saint
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the end result; however, the idea
of a tobacco free policy will be
revisited by the Saint Mary's
College Senate after the smoke·
free policy is implemented.
So, what is the difference?
Smoke free means no cigarettes,
hookah, chew, or any tobacco
products, but tobacco free means
that the College would divest
away from companies that have
any tie to a tobacco company.
This new rule may upset smok·

Mary's College will become one
of the nearly 650 U.S. colleges
and universities with smoke free
air policies. An increasing number of colleges in America are
becoming smoke free campuses
because people are questioning
the role of tobacco in learning
environments. If the policy is
put in place next year, the most
important thing is to educate
smokers about the policy and
the negative effects of tobacco.

porting the Associate Dean, without
missing a beat she replies, "The
student interaction." Egan explains
how her "Favorite part is getting to
take trips through the eyes of students
by getting to know them and seeing
them change through their journeys."
She enjoys interactions with students,
particularly through helping build the
campus garden and getting murals
painted or art displayed in Dante.
When visiting the students in New
Orleans building a Habitat for Humanity house, she marvels as she
"Watches students learn, grow, and
give back."
Egan is commited to " [doing] a little something to enhance a student's
experiences here," which is evident
in her passionate and steadfast belief
that "If you didn't love students and
thoroughly enjoy them, why even

be here?"
Egan originally hails from Rhode
Island; in fact her mother and sister
still live in her hometown of Sanderstown, located under the Jamestown
Bridge. Egan takes the time to talk
to both of them every day, while
also connecting daily with the two
things she's most proud of: her sons,
28-year-old Jason and 25-year-old
John. Her perfect day would be
"an early morning run (ideally on
the beach), tea on the back patio, a
couple of hours on the couch with a
good book, spending time with my
sons, and then a movie night with
my girlfriends."
Egan can often be found taking an
Italian class or sitting quietly in the
Chapel, where she basks in its beauty
as she counts her many blessings and
prays for the good fortune of others.

Crime Beat
SlMONTRYZNA
Assistant Spoa1s Editor

MAX CROWELL
Chief PbolDgrapher
Applications available at
223 Ferroggiaro Hall

'The Collegian is the official newspa·
per of the Associated Students of
Saint Mary's College. 'The Collegian
is published weekly, except during
examination periods.and academic

recesses. 'The Collegian reserves the
right to hold and edit all submitted
materials, solicited and unsolicited.
'The Collegian's Editorial Board is
comprised of all oversight staff
members. Other opinions expressed
are not necessarily endorsed by 'The
Collegia11, its contributors and/or ad·
vertisers. To place an advertisement
or inquire about a subscription, call
'The Collegi011's Business Department
at 925.631.4279 or visit www.smccol·
legian.com/ advertising.

03/09/12
4:19 a.m.
Incident: Student handbook violation.
Synopsis: Cohabitation in South
Claeys; referred to Community
Life.
03/09/12
7:00 p.m.
Incident: Medical assist.
Synopsis: Cut to wrist from a broken window in front entrance of
De La Salle; referred to Community Life and Health and Wellness
Center.
03/10/12
12:42 a.m.
Incident: Student handbook violation.
Synopsis: Noise violation in Thille
Hall; referred to Community Life.
03/10/2012
.1:23 a.m.
Incident: Vandalism.
Synopsis: Broken window in Augustine Hall; referred to Community Life.
03/10/12
3:40 p.m.
Incident: Property damage to
vehicle.
Synopsis: Damage to windshield

- cause unknown at maintenance
access road behind Baseball Field;
referred to Loss Prevention.
03/10/12
7:47 p.m.
Incident: Petty theft.
Synopsis: Stolen "SMC" beanie at
Lacrosse Field concession stand;
referred to University of California
Santa Cruz.
03/10112
11:20 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook violation.
Synopsis: Underage possession of
alcohol in Mitty Hall; referred to
Community Life.
03/11112
l:Ola.m.
Incident: Student handbook viola·
ti on.
Synopsis: Underage possession and
consumption of alcohol in Ageno
A; referred to Community Life.
03/11112
3:15 a.m.
Incident: Student handbook viola·
tion.
Synopsis: Noise violation· music
too loud in Ageno A; referred to
Community Life.

03/11/12
3:57 a.m.
Incident: Student handbook violation.
Synopsis: Underage possession and
consumption of alcohol in Claeys
North; referred to Community Life.
03/11112
1:33p.m.
Incident: Medical assist
Synopsis: Visitor fell - transported
by friend to John Muir Hospital
from traffic circle next to McKeon
Pavilion; referred to Loss Prevention.
03/12/12
12:05a.m.
Incident: Information.
Synopsis: Report of possible unwanted visitor on campus near
Assumption Hall; referred to Community Life.
03/12/12
1:43p.m.
Incident: Student handbook violation.
Synopsis: Smoking violation in
Freitas Hall; referred to Commu·
nity Life.
03/13/12

1:13 p.m.

Incident: Damage to College property.
Synopsis: Window broken accidently in Mission and Ministry;
referred to Facilities Services.
03113112
11:15p.m.
Incident: Lost property.
Synopsis: Keys missing from table
in Oliver Hall dining room; sus·
pended.

03/14112
6:14a.m.
Incident: Medical assist.
Synopsis: Visitor fell and cut arm transported to John Muir by family
in Augustine Hall; referred to Loss
Prevention.
03/14112
7:35p.m.
Incident: Grand theft.
Synopsis: Stolen laptop computer
in St. Albert's Hall Library; referred
to Moraga Police Department.
03/15/12
4:44p.m.
Incident: Petty theft.
Synopsis: Theft of SMC laptop
Computer in Brousseau Science
Building; referred.to CaTS.
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CATS: Project
helps feral cats

Poet and fi I mmaker visits campus
Shane Book talks about mixing different genres in his poetry

continued from page 1
to reduce the feral cat population by capturing the felines and
having them spayed or neutered.
Professor Doval's group is funded
by donations from other Saint
Mary's faculty and staff who are
sympathetic to the cause. The
staff donations go towards cat
food and the veterinary fees of
vaccinations and spaying or neutering. The program to Save the
Ferals is more effective and less
costly than exterminating the cats,
according to the website.
This past January Term, Professor Felicidad Oberholzer hosted
a class on felines called Lions,
Tigers and Cats, Oh My! This
class focused on cats in history,
feline anatomy and behavior and
care of cats.
Professor Doval led students
from the class on expeditions
around campus to catch the feral cats. Students under Doval's
guidance brought the felines
into clinics where the cats could
be spayed and neutered; getting
the cats fixed stabilizes the cat
population. Other colleges such
as Stanford and Mills have had
successful trap/ neuter I release
programs.
.
There are currently two kittens,
Benny and Jojo, who lilre available
for adoption. For more information, visit smcferals.org.

I

Meditation with Br. Camillus

Staff Writer

Tuesday. March 20
Wednesday, March 21
11 :40 a.m. - 12:20 p.m.
Main Chapel
Cont.act Joanne Angerame

Shane Book is the second
writer to come to Saint Mary's
this spring for the MFA's Creative Writing Reading Series.
He is a poet and filmmaker and
winner of the Prairie Schooner
Book Prize for his first collection
entitled Ceiling of Sticks. Book
brought with him a sense of rebelliousness and edge th~t many
don't associate with poetry. He
told students so much about
himself by still saying so little,
something that. most people
simply can't do.
He began by reading his poem
entitled "Santa Cruz," which
meanders along Book's stream
of consciousness. Yet, when he
actually starts to read the words,
they flow easily and fluidly. In
the poem, he talks about many
things, such being alone and the
death of a friend. Book shares
his feeling about a multitude
of topics with the audience
in a way that makes them feel
simultaneously uncomfortable
and intrigued.
Being uncomfortable is, at
least at first, a feeling that one
cannot help but encounter as
Book fearlessly curses, using
the N-word more often in that
one hour time span than most

x4366
Donors Lecture
Tuesday, March 20
5:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m
Hagerty Lounge
Contact David Bird

x3895
French Film Festival: Un
Prophete (A Prophet)

Wedesday, March 21
Entre _Le.'I Murs (The Clas.<1)

Monday, March 26
Soda Center
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Contact Helga Lenart-Cheng

x4784
people hear i.Q. six months. Yet,
it is in that awkwardness that
we learn about him - about
where he comes from, where he
is going and where he is. We
may not get the whole picture,
but we certainly feel like we've
taken a look behind the curtain.
His poems often sound like raps,
with one inexplicably alluding to
philosophers and the rapper Jay-

Z at the same time. Although
these two things do not usually
go together, Book uses them
well, not letting their big names
and big words overpower his
message. Book's work engages
and informs the art of motionpicture making and poetry writing. In mixing these genres Book
affects the way readers translate
his work.

Organization set on ending violence and spreading awareness worldwide
also join the cause.
After the showing, Invisible
Children members introduced
Patricia, a recent college graduate from Northern Uganda
who lived through and escaped

3

amp us
Calendar

bv Gabi Reves-Acosta

Invisible Children film calls for social justice in Uganda
were horrible people . Many
times, especially during the
Staff Writernight, we feared to sleep in our
The Invisible Children organihouses because they could come
zation's video calls for the end of
during the night and get in your
a Central African warlord 's reign
house and force you to go with
and has been viewed ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ them : ~ur parents
over 80 million times
had nothing to do
worldwide. Last Tuesabout it."
day night in the Soda
The Inv is i b 1e
Center, Saint Mary 's
Children organizastudents ha.d a chance
tion and its Kony
to screen the film. The
2012 campaign has
Campus Activities
made international
Board and (SUP)port
headlines and has
Justice organized the
seen both praise and
event as part of CAB's
criticism on a global
social justice series.
level. It is praised
The first 100 students at
by advocates for
the event were given a
raising awareness
free T-shirt recognizing
for what was once a
the Kony 2012 cause.
little-known cause in
Attendees were
the western world.
shown the 30-minute
Critics argue that
video produced by Inwhile the campaign
visible Children that
is well intentioned,
depicts Jason Russell,
it simplifies the conthe co-founder of the
flict surrounding the
organization, explainLord's Resistance
ing to his son the story
Army to its audiof Joseph Kony, an
ence and offers few
Ugandan warlord who
practical solutions
has kidnapped children
other than awareby forcing them into his
ness. Russell also
rebel Lord's Resistance
made headlines last
Army (LRA) . After exCourtesy of socialnomics.net week when the San
Diego Police Deplaining the conflict in
brief, Russell's narrative shifts the conflict. In a candid and about the LRA abducting kids," partment detained him for lewd
conduct and .vandalism.
into a more activist tone, call- emotional account, Patricia de- Patricia said.
Patricia continued by describ- .
Certainly, the media attention
ing for viewers to donate to the scribed her experience growing
ing a typical night for children for the Kony 2012 has made
organization and to bombard up through the conflict.
"My whole childhood and my such as herself. "It was so real. people conscious of the injustice
policymakers and celebrities
with messages pleading them to whole teenage [years], I grew up They were so heartless, they going on in Uganda.

bv Charlie Guese

20, 2012

in this conflict, an9- it was a very
difficult moment. It was a very
difficult kind of life. There was
so much fear everyday, so much
anxiety,. Every other morning
when I woke up, there was news

Hands That Shape the World:
Women and Global Migration

Wednesday, March 21
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Diane Bianchi
x4706
Coffeehouse: Night of
Relaxation

Wednesday.·Mareh<Zi
8:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Reuben Green~ald
x4704
Chapel Quiet Time
Thursday, March 22
Friday, March 23

Monday, March 26
11 :00 a.m. - l :00 p.m.
Main Chapel
Contact Father Sal
x4366
Rosary Prayer
Thursday. March 22

7:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Main Chapel
Contact Father Sal

x4366
Sherlock Holmes
Movie Showing

Tuesday, March 27
9:00 p.m. - 1l :00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Reuben Greenwald
x4704

Planning an event?
Want it in The Collegian?
-mail us with the details of you
event at:
collegia@stmatys..ca.edu
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279 .
Sorry, but due to space
limitations we cannot list
itulividual. duh meetings.
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OPiN"ioN
Virginity

Should the US end Afghanistan War?

tests cross In wake of shooting, President Karzai asks America to leave
bV Kade Poner
the line
bv Gabi Reves-Acosta
E
Opinion Editor

Staf!Writer - -

ust when you thought the
world cannot get any more
ridiculous, the BBC reported
earlier this week via Egyptian
state media that a military court
has set Dr. Ahmed Adel free
of charges that he performed
"forced virginity tests" on female protesters at the start of
last year's unrest in Egypt. This
came after a judge threw the .case
out in light of contradictions in
witness statements. First of all,
let us take a moment to notice
that the court that cleared this
man of his charges is a military
court, and of course courts run
by militaries are always free and
clear of bias.
I think we should also take a
moment to consider the phrase
"forced virginity tests." First of
all, nobody likes anything that is
"forced." We don't like being
forced to take tests, forced to run
a mile, or even forced to talk to
people we don't want to talk to.
The thought of being forced to
allow some man to see whether
you are a virgin or not is totally
terrifying. In the list of things
that shouldn't exist but do, it's
definitely near the top.
Samira Ibrahim brought the
case to court. She was arrested
and detained during a demonstration a year ago, and said
that she and other women were
forced to submit to five minute
virginity exams. At first the
army denied the allegations,
though it was later confirmed by
an anonymous senior general.
What is sad here is that such
blatant human rights violations
exist in a country under military
rule. Since the Egyptian revolution, that resulted in the ousting
of Hosni Mubarak, the country
has unfortunately become a
military state. As historical record dictates, military regimes
often let human rights violations
like forced virginity tests fall
through the cracks. The whole
cycle of revolution to oust the
dictator, allowing the military
take over, and putting a new
military regime in power never
works well for the citizens of
such countries. Civil liberties
tend to be among the first things
to disappear within a military
government.
What is even more crushing is
that Samira Ibrahim was forced
to stand alone against so many
men. Although she was certainly not the only woman to be
subjected to this horror, she was
in fact the only woman willing to
remain in legal contention and
stay steadfast in her claims. It
only takes one voice to be heard,
and let's hope that hers doesn't
get lost in the cacophony in the
wake of Adel's preposterous
acquittal.

J

verything is falling apart in
Afghanistan. First there was
the Koran burning on February 20,
which caused Afghan-American
relations to change for the worse.
Then there were the mass riots and
Taliban attacks that followed as the
United States tried to explain that
the burning was a mistake and not
state sanctioned.
Then last week, U.S. Army Staff
Sergeant Robert Bales went on a
shooting rampage, going door to
door and killing 16 civilians. Nine
of the dead were children. If Afghan
opinion hadn't already been soured
against the American military, Bales'
actions made sure that the people
want the U.S. out of their country.
President Obama has already outlined an exit strategy that would have
the United States military out of
Afghanistan in 2014. There had even
been progress toward peace made in
recent months, as the Taliban had
finally consented to peace talks in the
neutral country of Qatar. However,
since the shooting, they have pulled
out of negotiations.
Afghan President Karzai made
the desires of his country explicit
last Friday. He called for a speedy
end to the United States' presence
in Afghanistan, forgoing President
Obama's plan to stay for another
two years. President Karzai said,
"Afghanistan is right now ready to completely take all security responsibilities, so we demand a speedy
transition and the handover of responsibility to the Afghans."
Could we see an end of the
Afghanistan War in the upcoming

year? If President Karzai feels that
his country is capable of handling the
threat of the Taliban, then the U.S.
may very well leave early, especially
with the recent human relations
problems.
However,
do
we
want to
take the
risk of the
Taliban
overpowering the
fledgling
Afghan
democracy and
one~ again
taking over
the country?

laws. It would be a tragedy if all of
that was lost because America left
the country too early.
However, there are some things
that we need to consid,er. It's an

of there eventually. The situation in
Afghanistan is in danger of being
dragged out for too long, especially
if the Republican nominee wins in
November and President Obama

.expensive war, and our country is
in big economic trouble. Ending the
war would free up a lot of money
and reduce our national budget. The
Afghan people also don't want us
there anymore, which I think is the
most important factor. When the
people who you are fighting with
and fighting for no longer want your
help, that's when you need to leave.
It's their country we're bombing and
occupying; if they want us gone we
should go. Plus, we need to get out

is unable to complete his 2014 exit
plan. Now is as good a time as ever.
Will Afghanistan even be in a
better situation in two years? Not if
the Taliban regains power by using
the people's anger with America as
a rallying point. That is only going
to make things worse. It would also
be nice to have our country at peace
for the first time in eleven years. The
reckless and disrespectful actions of
the military have created a way out
for the US; we might as well take it.

T h e

moral issues surrounding
the Afghanistan
War have
always
be en a
little fuzzy.
While I
was vehemently opposed to the
Iraq War and the less-than-legal
way we entered that war, Afghanistan is different. First, we started
that war in the hyper-patriotic time
following 9I l l. The U.S. military
presence there has also done a lot
to improve the lives of the Afghan
people by getting rid of the Taliban
and helping them form a democracy.
It has especially done a lot to help
women, who were repressed by the
Taliban's fundamentalist Islamic

Your education is more than your major

College pushes freshmen into choosing a major too early
bV Sara DeSanus

ow did I go from being
asked on the playground
"What do you want to be for

pus were defined by three questions often asked in this order
- "What's your name?" "Where
are you from?" "What is your
major?" I hated the last question
because it was something that

Halloween?" to getting an email
asking "What are you declaring
your major as at the end of the
month?" While these questions
seem dissimilar, they actually
have a lot in common in that they
force you to adopt one title that
you resign yourself to be labeled
under. My first few days on cam-

just didn't define me as a person,
and by the end of the first week
I was considering offering some
inventive responses instead.
When I came to college, I
knew some things, but what I
didn't know was how to work the
laundry machines or that you
actually needed to wake up be-

Assistant Opinion Editor

H

fore one-thirty in the afternoon
to eat on the weekends. These
seemed like big things for me,
but now I have to make final decisions that would strongly affect
my foreseeable future. Relax,
people told me, you have time.
Well, when it was announced
that freshmen had to declare
their majors by March 31, I felt
like there really was no time. I
know that this is only declaring
your major, not choosing your
definitive position in life (though
it is a major choice), and that declaring yourself as 'undecided'
is perfectly fine. But the fact of
the matter is, students are being
pushed through college and out
into the real world at an alarming speed.
College is not just about making the grades; it's also about
leaving home and becoming
independent. It's about studying
abroad and learning about the
cultures of the world, making
mistakes and making amends.
This is a time where you can get
a wild notion and take a Quantum Mechanics class .. . and then
decide that maybe you should
have taken the Shakespearean
Literature course instead . How
am I supposed to improve myself

while balancing a rotating science course schedule and making
sure I attend a resume workshop?
This isn't a criticism of the
College or picking majors. This
is a criticism of society. What
is the point of rushing kids
through their schooling and
younger years just to end up
endlessly searching in the job
market? My sister in the fifth
grade is doing math my c,lass
did in middle school. Next thing
you know, kindergartners will
be required to write theses on
their finger paintings and put it
in MLA format. Don't even get
me started on those programs
that teach children to sign when
they are only a few months old.
It's unfortunate that society
is so work- and money-driven
that they begin assembling the
next generation of workers
from preschool. For everyone
in school - elementary, high
school, college - don't resign
yourself to one thing. Travel,
explore classes, and rp.eet new
people. Take advantage of the
time you have now, because the
experiences you create now will
be your best help in the future.
Now, excuse me while I go jump
into my work cubicle.

Tuesday, March
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Candidates
vow to militarize space

Political Cartoons
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LI:ri.Rl-1 ...
hv Sara Desantis
A ssistant Opinion Editor

s the Republican candidates
took a break from discussing
birth control in the recent debates,
they offered some new and attentiongrabbing goals for American space
efforts. Newt Gingrich promised
that by the end of his second term
in 2020, America would have an
established lunar base and a space
tourism industry. Mitt Romney also
stressed the importance of revamping the space program and promoted
the possibility of militarizing space.
The space exploration program
is important for understanding the
universe we live in, but it is not an
opportunity for America to (once
again) intervene with our military
outside of our country. If we made
any small move to place some sort
of weapons system into space, then
other countries would be sure to do
the same. This isn't Star Wars, guys;
this is a threat of major war.
In addition to establishing a lunar
base by 2020, Gingrich also said that
the Moon would be able to apply for
statehood under the 'Northwest Ordinance for space.' "We will have the
first permanent base on the moon
and it will be American," Gingrich
said to cheers.
There are so many things that are
wrong with these ideas that I don't
even know where to start. America
is already in debt, and we have a lot
of other programs and needs that
must be addressed before we could
consider doing something even
as remotely insane as colonizing
the Moon. More importantly, the
Moon is not ours and never will be
ours, and establishing an American
colony would only lead to retaliation
from other countries and another
opportunity to reenact Star Wars ,
except with no happy ending for
anyone involved.
This infatuation with space expansion means turning our attentions towards other planets in the
solar system and away from the
problems our own planet is experiencing. The fact of the matter is,
the environment needs help, and
running away to a new planet will
not solve anything. We don't have
the funds, and any money we did
have should go to the environment.
Finding a replacement for Earth is
impossible right now, and I am sure
that things on Earth will be getting
a lot worse if we keep dreaming
about an escape from what we have
caused.
Gingrich's plans are foolish, especially if he believes we can successfully establish a colony in space in
six years. He may not know this, but
the Moon is not the Earth, and many
costly arrangements would have
to be made. Similarly, Romney's
plans to militarize space are costly
and quite frankly frightening in how
he expects America to claimspace
without international backlash. If
this is what is on the agenda for
these candidates, then the American
voters need to consider basing their
decision on more than just foreign
policy and economic plans.
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Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
When I read Katie Porter's
article, "Why can't I find parking on campus?" in the issue
for the week of Tuesday, March
6 1h, I understood her frustration
with the parking situation, and
being that she is a senior she has
seen three years of parking here
be not nearly as bad as this one.
However, I just wanted to point
out a discrepancy that I think is
important before students get a
false idea in their heads. Porter
writes, "We pay a lot of money

to go to this college, and all I
want is a place to park my car
so I won't be late to class. Stop
spending my money on a sports
building". The College isn't
spending YOUR money on a
sports building, the money that
was funded for the new baseball
field and recreation center was
generously donated by Alumni
of the College, and as a part
of that same plan, is in fact, a
future new library, just as Porter
pointed out we so "desperately"
need . While this year, I have
heard many gripes from students

about parkin,g, and it may not be
as easy as driving on campus 15
minutes before class and getting
a spot, we must still realize just
how lucky we are with parking.
First of all, it's FREE . Do you
have any friends at other colleges or universities that get free
parking? I don't. Second of all,
it's on campus. There are college
campuses where students must
park off campus and take buses.
So while Porter has a right to
be frustrated with the change
in the difficulty of finding parking, it's important to know the

facts about where the money for
something like a new parking
lot would need to come from,
and where the funding for other
projects, such as the baseball
field and recreation center, are
coming from , and it's not the
students.
Krysta Worthen, Class of
2014

The Collegian's
letter policy:
Letters to the editor
may be emailed to
sm~collegian@gmail.

com for the print
version of The Collegian. ~lease sign
your letter with your
full name and, if applicable, your year in
school and/ or title.

Anonymous letters are
rarely published.
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Off-Campus Living:
bv Kalie Poner
Opinion Editor

For those of you considering a
move off campus next year, there are
a lot of different places to consider.
Do you want to stay close, joining
the dozens of Saint Mary's students
who live in Moraga on Ascot and
Donald? Or you could go and live
somewhere a bit more glamorous
but farther away, like Walnut Creek
or Berkeley. There are Saint Mary's
students who live all around the Bay
Area, and to help you choose where
you want to live next year, The
Collegian will be doing a series of
reviews. Students who currently live
off campus will give you the pros
and cons of the places where they
live, giving you a firsthand look at
what off-campus li'ving is like.
I currently live in Lafayette.
I chose to live there originally

Courtesy of SMC Memes

Lulu Gonzalez &Kathleen Sueltz

profiling some of KSMC's student
DJs, beginning with an interview
with seniors Lulu "Luballs" Gonzalez and Kathleen "Knasty Kat"
Sueltz, hosts of '.'Hopeless Cases."
If you had to describe your show
with a color, what would it be?
LG: I'm not sure if Knasty Kat
would agree with me on this one,
but I would describe "Hopeless
Cases" as a pleasant tomato
red color.
KS: I would disagree and say
our show is like one of those
mood rings that change colors
to reflect your mood. Mostly
I would say the mood ring reflects our silly yet calm vibe
with indigo.

include but are not limited to artists such as Feist, Santigold, Jamie
xx, Martina Topley Bird, Erniliana
Torrini and a variety of trip-hop
artists. However, we listen to such
a wide range of music that can be
difficult to pinpoint a particular artist or genre.
KS: We both have a love for music from the 60s and that shows
through. We have noticed our affinity for trip hop and that has been

sible on foot. It's great to get
up on a Saturday morning and
walk around the corner to pick
up breakfast ingredients. The
Lafayette BART station is also
within walking distance, which
makes going out into San Francisco really easy. The town itself
also has a lot of good restaurants and a few bars, so staying
local can be fun too. Plus, it's
only a ten minute drive to get to
campus.
However, it's still Lamorinda, which means that it is
very much a part of suburbia.
You are probably going to have
neighbors who are older and
might have young children. This
means that you can't be as loud
as you would be on Ascot or in
the residence halls. Lafayette is

a quiet town in general. Aside
from three bars and Safeway,
everything closes at 9:00 p.m.,
which is horrible if you have a
hankering for a midnight-snack.
Also, none of the bars are spectacular. This means that you
have to get out to Walnut Creek
or San Francisco for a night out.
It's a great town if you have
young kids, but not if you are a
college student.
Overall though, I would recommend living in Lafayette.
You're going to have similar
problems if you choose to live
anywhere else in Lamorinda,
and commuting. from Oakland
or Concord can be a pain. Although it is in a suburban area,
it can be fun and is very accessible for college students.

because it was convenient. After
spending a semester abroad, I
had to find an apartment in the
middle of winter, when most
places in Lamorinda are already
occupied by students. My apartment was one of the few listings
available, and with only a few
days before January Term started, I quickly decided to move in.
Despite my hasty decision,
I have enjoyed living in Lafayette. All of the stores and restaurants are centrally located,
which makes everything acces-

KSMC DJ Profile:
The Collegian will be periodically

Lafayette

Courtesy of rentbits.com

Coming Soon ...
Albums

Movies

March20

March24

(Grizzly Bear Remix) is a great
song to bob your head to and relax.
KS: Really anything by Feist, let's
be honest here people.

What is the best concert you've
ever attended?
LG: A few months ago, I saw the
Kings of Convenience at the Fillmore in San Francisco and it was
one of the most memorable shows
I've ever been to.
KS: Kings of Convenience
killed it. They are one of the
bands that I would see again
in a heartbeat because of their
amazing stage presence and
ability to truly perform their
music. I would even say that
they are better live than they are
recorded because of how great ,
their chemistry with each other
is as well as wi¢. the audience.

Why is it called 'Hopeless
Cases'?
What· is your favorite animal
LG: At the beginning of our
friendship, Kathleen and I
Jacob Fulton/COLLEGIAN and why?
used to draw little comic strips de- grooving over the airwaves during LG: My favorite animal is the Castor Canadensis, otherwise known
scribing circumstances in which we our show lately.
as the North American beaver.
were completely lost and that were
utterly hopeless. The saddest part Are there any songs or artists that The beaver is my favorite animal
about our comic strip was that each pop up more frequently than oth- because its teeth grow continuously throughout its life due to the
comic was an actual hopeless case ers?
that had happened to ,one of us. · LG: Feist is most definitely our wear and tear they experience from
In turn, our radio show is in some most played artist. She has a phe- chewing down trees.
sense a continuation of our comic nomenal voice and constantly hav- KS: Luballs only likes beavers bestrips but with a super groovy ing her music remixed by great DJs cause of their strange sex habits.
and I can't help but have an affinity I like horses because you can ride
soundtrack.
towards her.
them.
What are some of your favorite
artists that you play on the show? What's your favorite new song· "Hopeless Cases" airs Wednesdays
from 6-8pm on KSMC 89.5 FM or
LG: We really like to incorporate from this year?
female voices into our show that LG: Feist's "My Moon, My Man" www.stmarys-ca.edu/ksmc.

• TheMFLife
by Melanie Fiona
Singles: "4 AM," "Gone and
Never Coming Back"

'l'he Odd Future Tape Vol. 2
byOFWGKTA
Singles: "Rella," "NY (N!!d
Flander)"

fR~~
•L

Radio Music Society
by Esperanza Spalding
Single: "Black GoldP

The Hunger Games: In the future, The Capitol takes children
from the 12 districts of Panem
to fight for their lives on a telec

vised Gompetition.

Jennifer

Lawrence, Josh

Hutcherson,
Woocty Harrelson, and Elizabeth Banks star.

WILL HAWLEY
FOR STUDENT BODY PRES'DENT
3 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN ASSMC
CURRENTLY THE VICE PRESIDENT OF ADMINISTRATION
PREV!OUSlY SERVED AS INTERIM STUDENT BODY PRES1DENT FOR 5 MONTHS
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Spotlight on: Kate Gaze
Only Aussie on women's team reflects on life as a Gael

MONEY: Mid-major will win tournament soon
continued from page 8
in March. When Saint Mary's
made their Cinderella run in
2010, I don't think Omar Samhan
was thinking about the fact that
the Gaels'. basketball budget is a
measly $2. lM compared to Villanova's $6. lM. Pride and skill
helped Saint Mary's overcome
the higher seeded power to reach
the Sweet Sixteen.
There is a great amount of
parity in college basketball to-

day, regardless of the disparity
in money spent. Schools from
outside the "Big Six" conferences are getting stronger and
more confident. If current trends
continue and the "one and done"
athletes continue to take advantage of major programs, a midmajor will win a national championship in the next decade. We
can only hope that it's the Saint
Mary's Gaels who do it.

MBBALL: Team next year could be better

Courtesy of smcgaels.com

Kate Gaze was an important piece of the women's team before a torn ACL ended her season.

bV Josh Mandell
Contributing Writer

After 15 hours of flight time,
she stepped off the tarmac in
San Francisco. It all happened
so fast. Two months earlier she
had been in the Australian Institute of Sport, and with one phone
call from Saint Mary's Assistant
Coach Paul Thomas, her life
would change foreYer. Kate Gaze
was up for the challenge.
The junior guard embodies the
Aussie spirit on the Gaels' women's basketball team. Constant
smiles and uplifting laughter
make her presence a treat. Perhaps it's the strong Australian accent that draws grins from teammates and friends.
At age 16, Gaze, known as
"Gazey," left Sydney to attend
the Australian Institute of Sport
(AIS) in New South Wales. "My
whole family is involved with basketball, so I had no other choice,"
she says. With Gaze's undeniable
talent it would have been a shame
for her to go down any other
route.
In fact, she's been surrounded
by elite talent all her life. Her second cousin, Andrew Gaze, won
a championship with the San

Antonio Spurs, and nearly all of
her immediate family has played
on the Australian national team,
including Kate.
When Gaze got the call from
Saint Mary's, she was already familiar with the college. Her classmates at the AIS included Matthew Dellavedova, Jorden Page,
and Mitch Young and she was
good friends with former Gaels
star, .Eatty Mil.ls.__
·
Still, she says she was surprised
to hear from Coach Thomas,
since so many Australian women stop playing basketball when
they get to the college level. Gaze
committed to Saint Mary's without even seeing a picture of the
Moraga campus. "Why not," she
says. "If you don't like it, just
come home."
Two weeks later, she flew into
San Francisco and was picked up
by Coach Thomas. Apprehensive
and excited, she says she didn't
know what to expect. Although
the Saint.Mary's community welcomed her with open arms, the
transition wasn't easy. Moving so
far away from home was a hard
adjustment for her. She found it
very hard to communicate with
her family because of the 17-hour
time difference and says she felt

like she was "in another world."
Ultimately, Gaze says she
made the right decision. Having the opportunity to travel, play
basketball every day, and live an
almost celebrity-like life in the
community is a dream come true,
and she handles it with grace and
dedication. "There's not a better
kid with a better personality than
her," says Coach Thomas.
Gaze's. ame. .has developed,
in part, through adversity. She's
been forced to sit out, this season
with a torn ACL, but you could
call this a blessing in disguise. By
sitting out, she's gained a spectator's perspective, which has allowed her to understand the flow
of the game better.
Through it all, Gaze has stayed
upbeat. "She's an amazing leader
and her laughter and attitude
bring a positive vibe to the team,"
says junior forward Ashlee Smith.
And the player who once felt anxiety over coming to a foreign land
is now inspiring young women in
Australia to explore the opportunities in universities, or "unis" as
the Aussies call them. In fact, the
Lady Gaels have two promising
lady Aussies coming to play for
them next year.

WBBALL: Gaels hope to build off of good year
continued from page 8
With a 71-63 win over UNLV
in the first round of the WN1T,
the Gaels picked up their twenty-second win which tied the
second most in school history.
Jackie N ared led the way with 22
points and eight rebounds while
Jasmine Smith had 21 points.
Losing Jasmine Smith and Alex
Carbone! will hurt the Gaels
next year, but behind sophomore Jackie Nared and freshman
Carli Rosenthal, Saint Mary's
should look to return to postseason play for yet another year.

Having K(J.te Glaze back will be
a huge addition as she missed
most of the season with a torn
ACL. Junior guard Mia Greco
will look to take over the point
guard position following Carbonel's departure and if this season
is any indication, there will be
little drop-off. Greco was thrown
into the starting lineup following Carbonel's injury and led the
Gaels to some big wins down the
stretch in February.
While the Gaels had a successful season, it was a "what if?"

kind of year. Saint Mary's had a
couple of games that went down
to the wire that did not go their
way. If they were able to pick
up those wins, would they have
ended up going to the NCAA
Tournament? Tough to tell, but
with the way Saint Mary's challenged (and defeated) tournament teams BYU and Gonzaga
this year, the Gaels should have
high expectations of themselves
for next year as they try to go
get past the WNIT and make the
NCAA Tournament.

continued from page 8
"The bottom line is: if they're
not going to guard your 3-point
shooters, you've got to make
those," said head coach Randy
Bennett. "We didn't."
A lot of credit goes out to Purdue as the coaching staff compiled
a great scouting report on point
guard Matthew Dellavavedova. In
a stretch of fifteen minutes in the
first half he did not take a shot,
and on the two biggest plays of the
game, with his team down one and
then three, he was unable to take a
shot, letting Page and then Jones
take the shots. Knowing his leadership and will to win, it would not
be a surprise if Dellavedova uses
this game as motivation for his offseason as he prepares to represent
his country in the Olympics and
then lead the Gaels to the defense
of theii West Coast Conference
regular season and tournament
titles.
Back home in Moraga, many
fans weren't able to see a large
stretch of the game due to a b1ackout in the Lamorinda area. Dryden
Hall, packed with fans at the start
of the game, emptied out after
power went out in the area.
"People were upset," said junior
Maddy Phenicie, who attended
the showing but left moments after
the blackout ensued. "There was a
[guy] in the back that was shouting about how his tuition should
CO\'.:er any and all problems that
occurred." The power was back everywhere in the area just in time for
the end of the game.
• While losing seniors Rob Jones,

Clint Steindl and Kenton Walker
will hurt, especially defensively,
the Gaels will look to Australian
transfer Matt Hodgson to play significant minutes and contribute immediately. The 6'11" center was a
highly touted prospect and chose to
play at Southern Utah University;
however, things did not work out
there and he transferred · to Saint
Mary's to join his many countrymen. While being ineligible to play,
Hodgson has been working on his
inside and outside game with freshman Jordan Guisti, who redshirted
this year, and will be considered
a freshman next year. Guisti, a
walk on from San Ramon Valley
High School, will look to follow in
the footsteps of Beau Levesque, a
walk-on who worked his way into
an athletic scholarship, and create
playing time off the bench. It has
not been determined whether top
recruit Chris Reyes, a power forward from Damien High School in
Southern California, will tedshirt
or p1ay his freshman year. Saint
Mary's will also look to land two
more recruits in the upcoming
month as the National Letter of
Intent signing days are from April
11 to May 16.
Despite the painful loss, the
Saint Mary's basketball program
continues to improve and build itself into a recognized mid-major,
like Gonzaga, BYU, Memphis and
Xavier. Their schedule next year
will be tougher, with road games
to St. Johns and Utah State, and a
probable rematch in McKean Pavilion against Murray State.

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Jackie Nared
Women's Basketball
Jackie N ared went
off for 22 points and
grabbed eight rebounds in the Gaels
win over the UNLV
Running Rebels in
the first round of
Women's NIT.
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Go Gaels!

Gaels are One and Done
Saint Mary's falls to Purdue, ends successful season in a heartbreaker

Money does
not equal
tourney wins
bv Brandon Duran
Contributing Writer

the Boilermakers a 72-69 lead with
eight seconds left. Rob Jones had
one last look for the Gaels, but,
like the other three-point attempts
of the day, it just did not go in. The
Gaels were four for twenty-five
from beyond the arc all game.
"It stings when you care so
much," Jones said. "From Coach
[Randy] Bennett down to the walk7
ons. Everyone cares. Everyone .
puts time in on and o.ff the .floor.
When you lose one like that, when
you're up with a couple seconds

left, it really hurts." Jones finished
with a double-double, scoring 23
points and grabbing 14 rebounds,
despite shooting a miserable two
for ten on three-pointers.
The Gaels had good open looks
and normally would make those
shots on any other day. Whether it
was the pressure of the Big Dance
or the' nist from the .1ong layover
between the WCC Championship
game and this game, the snots simply were not falling.

bv Simon Trvzna

10 run that spanned the first 16
minutes of the half, the Gaels
fought back, going on an 8-2 run
to close out the deficit at halftime. In a game of runs, it was
always the Beavers that looked
like they put away the game, before Saint Mary's used a run to
close the deficit. However, the
Gaels were unable to produce a
run late in the game as the two
teams traded baskets, and Oregon State leading by ten for the
majority of the last ten minutes
of the game. Senior Jasmine
Smith was the Gaels' only scorer
in double figures as she put up 12
points in the loss. Jackie Nared
had eight points and 11 rebounds
while freshman Carli Rosenthal
had seven points and grabbed
nine rebounds.

March comes and goes every
year like any other month but
there 's one thing that makes
it special: college basketball .
Commonly preceding " Madness ," March is a time that
pits major basketball programs
against scrappy "mid-majors "
trying to make a Cinderella
run in the NCAA Tournament.
What separates the Davids
from the Goliaths of the college
basketball world you may ask?
Money. However, as we all know
from the tale, David overcame
Goliath, and the same happens
every year in the tournament.
Put simply, spending a lot of
money doesn't necessarily produce results.
Our beloved Saint Mary's·
Gaels have experienced some
success in the past half-decade
but it is the lack of financial
stability, which bigger programs
posses, that ultimately prevents
the Gaels from consistently
competing. Bigger endowments
mean more money available to
pour into an athletic team. This
precious resource translates to
state-of-the-art facilities and
limitless power when creating
schedules. Big-time schools
don't want to travel to places
like the hostile McKeon Pavilion and risk losing a game to a
mid-major school on national
television. Instead, they pay
other schools millions of dollars
to travel across the country and
play in their own backyard, a
huge advantage.
The top five Division 1 schools
ranked. by men's basketball ex~
penses are Duke ($12.3M), Ken.tucky ($11.6M), Kansas ($1 lM),
Northwestern ($9.SM), and
Oklahoma State ($9.SM). In the
past 20 years, those schools have
collectively produced only six
national championships. In this
year's 2012 NCAA Tournament,
Northwestern and Oklahoma
State did not make the field, and
Duke was eliminated in the first
round (two years removed from
winning it all). Mid-way through
the third round, multiple midmajors are still dancing including Lehigh ($1.1 M), Saint Louis
($3.SM) , Norfolk State ($813K) ,
and Creighton ($SM).
This is what makes March
Madness such a captivating
time : the little guys topple the
big schools. When you put two
teams on the court in the Tournament, the name on the front
bf the jerseys is irrelevant, it
comes down to one's will and
the hunger to win. The money
doesn't seem to matter when
you have 18- to 22-year-old
men representing their respective schools, and that is why
expenditure lists don't matter

WBBALL,p7
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Brad Waldow and the Gaels were unable to complete a memorable comeback against Purdue.

bv Slm11 Tmna
Assistant Spo_rts Editor

You live by the three and you
die by the three. Those words
are repeatedly said of this Saint
Mary's team, whose outside game
has carried the team all the way to
the NCAA Tournament. However, on the most important game
of the year, those threes weren't
falling, as the team lost to Purdue,
72-69, last Sunday to eliminatge
the Gaels from the tournament.
Saint Mary's was ice cold all

game and had the only lead of the
game when Jorden Page hit a threepointer to put the Gaels up 69-68.
The Gaels rallied from being down
12 with just under five minutes left.
But the Gaels could not hold on
to that lead. Clint Steindl traveled
while trying to inbound the ball
with 31.5 seconds left and turned
the ball over t~ Purdue, who hit
two free thrO)¥S to regain the lead.
On the next possession, Page
missed badly on a long three, and
two more Purdue free throws gave

A ssistant S ports Editor

Courtes y o s m cgae s.com

Senior Jasmine Smith scored 12 points in her last game as a Gael.

Much like the men's team the
night before, the Saint Mary's
Lady Gaels were unable to advance to the Sweet Sixteen of the
Women's National Invitational
Tournament due to a poor shooting performance in a rematch
against Oregon State. Despite
playing extremely well on the defensive end of the floor, holding
the Beavers to just 31 .7 percent
shooting, the Gaels shot a mere
23.4· percent from the field in the
56-41 loss. Because of the strong
defensive effort that saw Saint
Mary's force 15 turnovers, it never seemed that the Gaels were
out of the game.
After a poor start that saw
Oregon State jump out on a 25-

Courtesy of smcgaels.com
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